The OEM Approved Solution

For continued optimal performance and durability of your Tier 4 engine, make sure to use Genuine Cummins new and ReCon® parts. Only Genuine Cummins parts have been specifically developed for Cummins Tier 4 engine requirements. When replacing filters on your Cummins engine, using genuine Cummins filters ensures you get the most out of your equipment.

Guaranteed Compatibility with Direct Flow Housings

- Using unapproved filter elements can cause damage to the Direct Flow housing under the stresses of equipment operation
- Unapproved filter elements can permanently damage the housing due to the excessive force required for proper installation
- Testing revealed that splits, cracks and even broken pieces in the housing resulted from unapproved filter elements
- Only genuine Fleetguard elements are designed to prevent damage to the housing

NOTHING GUARDS LIKE FLEETGUARD.
Longer Filter Life

- Benchmark testing reveals Direct Flow provides longer expected service life* than competitive filters
- Use a Cummins restriction indicator to service filter elements as needed
- Service life is dependent on the application, operating environment and size of air filtration unit.

Lower Restriction

- Direct Flow filters are an integral part of the overall Cummins engine system to meet Tier 4 Final
- A systems approach means Direct Flow meets all performance requirements set by the OEM
- Unapproved use of non-Cummins products can damage the air housing and void warranty coverage

Superior Engine Protection

- Safety filter elements are the last round of defense in extremely dusty environments
- Direct Flow safety elements provide superior filtration; 98% with Direct Flow vs 39% with Baldwin
- Low efficiency air filters can lead to severe engine and engine components damage

Best Warranty in the Business.

The Cummins Filtration Warranty extends to our entire line of products, ensuring the same promise of performance and coverage beyond the competition. Visit cumminsfiltration.com to learn more about the competitive benefits of the Cummins Filtration Warranty.

Visit our YouTube page to watch a Direct Flow service video!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUqOqC8drx0&t